Dear Discussion Leader:

Thanks for sharing in this challenging local program as a DISCUSSION LEADER. I appreciate your agreeing to handle the marked topic as shown on the outside cover of this portfolio.

The following list of topics correspond to “The American Private Enterprise System.”

- Part I: How America is Organized to Do Business, Payday exercise;
- Part II: Our Economy–How it Works, What it Provides, Payday exercise;
- Part III: The Role of Government in Our Economy, Payday exercise;
- Part IV: How To Do Business, Payday Exercise;
- Part V: Sole Proprietorships and Partnerships, Payday exercise;
- Part VI: Investor-Owned Corporations and Limited Liability Companies, Payday exercise;
- Part VII: Cooperatives, Payday exercise;
- Part VIII: E-Commerce, Payday exercise;

Please find the following reference materials in the portfolio:

1. The American Private Enterprise System Book
2. Copy of the "PAYDAY" Exercise for your topic 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
3. Power-points for each of the aforementioned list of topics above.

The QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION for your topic are intended to help trigger inquiry and to stimulate discussion. For most questions there are no precise answers. Other questions also will arise as the Youth Scholars pursue their inquiries with you. Please draw on your own personal experience in vitalizing the discussion of questions. The listed QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION thus are only suggestive of some of the type of questions the group may want to consider. With Youth Scholars preparing in advance, and your encouraging them to really DISCUSS, you'll have a good session.

Sincerely,

Quentin Tyler State Coordinator